
I am xFit Testing Form

I am xFIT 
Modules Test CHECKBOX Score

NAME / Date

Follow these 
Rules

See xFit Testing Procedures if 
you are not familiar with a 

test module. Before beginning 
any sort of physical assessment 

make sure you are physically 
able to perform the tests safely 
(See PAR Q Form). If you have 
any concerns about your ability 

ask your wellness team for 
assistance. This is a self 
directed test. Use good 

judgement. If you feel pain, 
dizziness or nausea, 

discontinue the assessment. As 
soon as your form is 

compromised or if you have any 
pain or unusual sensation stop 

the test.

Blood 
Pressure 

Do you have blood pressure 
that is below 120 systolic 

and 80 diastolic (even 
through medication)? If you 

do place a check in the 
checkbox. 

Heart Rate 
Do you have resting heart 

rate of 60 or below? If you do 
place a check in the checkbox.

BODY 
COMPOSITION

Waist 
circumference 

If you have a desirable waist 
measure place a check (X) 
in the checkbox. Acceptable 
values are less than 34 and 

30” for men and women: some 
exceptions apply if you are a 
mesomorph (email us to find 

out). 

FLEXIBILITY

Overhead 
Movement 

Screen

The Overhead Reach 
Movement Screen Test: 

Standing with back against 
wall with head, button and 

heels touching reach 
overhead with palms facing 
toward body so thumbs are 

pointing toward wall and 
arms straight. Can you 

touch your thumb to the 
wall? Are both sides the 

same? Is there no pain? If so 
place a check in the checkbox.

Squat Test 
Screen

Can you squat and touch 
your mid shin with good 

form where you do not lose 
the locked lumbar curve, 
knees do not go beyond 

your toes, and where 
primary motion occurred at 

the hips?

Spinal 
Extension 
Movement 

Screen

The Spinal Extension 
Movement Screen Test: Lying 
on your stomach press up 
keeping your pelvis on the 
floor. Can you extend your 

spine more than 20 degrees 
without any pain? If so place 

a check in the checkbox. 

Spinal Flexion 
Movement 

Screen

The Spinal Flexion Movement 
Screen Test: Can you from a 

quadruped position rock 
back touching the buttocks 
to the heels and the chest to 
the thighs or come close to 
doing so without pain? The 

hands should remain in 
front of the body, reaching 

out as far as possible. If you 
can place a check in the 

checkbox.

Prone Knee 
Flexion Test 
Movement 

Screen

 Prone Knee Flexion Test 
(PKFT): Can you while lying 
flat on your belly bring your 
ankle into body with some 
assistance where the heel 
comes somewhat close to 
touching the buttocks? If 

you can place a check in the 
checkbox.

Supine Knee 
Flexion Test 
Movement 

Screen

 Supine Knee Flexion Test 
(SKFT): Can you while on 
lying on back bring knee 

into chest with some 
assistance the thigh should 
be able to touch the chest  

and ankle should be able to 
touch back of leg or come 

with a couple inches? If you 
can place a check in the 

checkbox.

MUSCULAR 
ENDURANCE

Wall Squat 
Hold

Can you do a wall squat for 
over 180 seconds for men 

and 90 seconds for women? 
If you can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

Step Up and 
Down Test

Can you do > 100 step ups 
and downs off a standard 
stair in two minute? If you 

can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

Body Weight 
Squat Test

If female can you do a body 
weight squat for >27 reps if 

20-30 yrs old, >24 reps if 
30-40 yrs old, >21 reps if 

40-50 yrs old, and >18 reps 
if 50-60 yrs old. If male can 
you do a body weight squat 
for >33 reps if 20-30 yrs old, 
>30 reps if 30-40 yrs old, >27 

reps if 40-50 yrs old, and 
>24 reps if 50-60 yrs old.? If 
you can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

Inverted 
Suspension 

Row

If female can you do a 
suspension row for >15 reps? 

If male can you do a 
suspension row for >22 reps? 
If you can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box. 

NO ACCESS TO 
SUSPENSION TRAINER 

PLACE AN N/A in checkbox.

Push Ups

If female can you do a push 
up for >33 reps if 20-30 yrs 

old, >30 reps if 30-40 yrs old, 
>25 reps if 40-50 yrs old, and 

>21 reps if 50-60 yrs old. If 
male can you do a push up 
for >39 reps if 20-30 yrs old, 
>34 reps if 30-40 yrs old, >28 
reps if 40-50 yrs old, and >25 
reps if 50-60 yrs old? If you 

can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 

your score in the score box. If 
female make note if you did 
full or modified position in 

score sheet.

Bodyweight 
Lunge

Can you do a standard lunge 
for >18 reps if 20-30 yrs old, 
>16 reps if 30-40 yrs old, >14 
reps if 40-50 yrs old, and >10 

reps if 50-60 yrs old. If you can 
place a check in the checkbox. 
If you want report your score 

in the score box.

Lateral 
Standing Leg 

Lift

Can you hold a lateral leg lift 
for >60 seconds if < 40 yrs 

old, if older can you hold it for 
40 secs. If you can place a 

check in the checkbox. If you 
want report your score in the 

score box.

Pull Ups

If female can you do a 
standard pull up for >3 reps if 
20-30 yrs old, >2 reps if 30-40 
yrs old, >1 rep if > 40 yrs old? 
If male can you do a standard 
pull up for >12 reps if 20-30 
yrs old, >10 reps if 30-40 yrs 
old, >6 reps if > 40 yrs old? If 
you can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

Dips

If female can you do a 
standard dip for >5 reps if 
20-30 yrs old, >2-3 reps if 

30-40 yrs old, >1 rep if > 40 
yrs old? If male can you do a 
standard pull up for >15 reps 

if 20-30 yrs old, >12 reps if 
30-40 yrs old, >10 reps if > 40 

yrs old? If you can place a 
check in the checkbox. If you 

want report your score in the 
score box.

Flexed Arm 
Hangs

If female can you do a flexed 
arm hang for >16 secs if 20-30 
yrs old, >12 secs if 30-40 yrs 
old, >8 secs if > 40 yrs old? If 
male can you do a flexed arm 
hang for >24 secs if 20-30 yrs 
old, >20 secs if 30-40 yrs old, 
>16 secs if > 40 yrs old? If you 

can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

CORE ABILITY is a 
SPECIFIC FORM OF 

MUSCULAR 
ENDURANCE

Core McGill 
Curl Up

Can you do 20 McGill Curl 
Ups (that is a crunch with a 

10 second hold at top 
position)? If you can place a 
check in the checkbox. If you 

want report your score in the 
score box.

Core 
Sidebridge

Can you do hold a side bridge 
for 90 seconds? Repeat other 

side. Are both hold times 
roughly the same? If you can 
and the times are roughly the 

same place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

Core BirdDog

Can you do hold a BirdDog 
for 90 seconds? Repeat other 

side. Are both hold times 
roughly the same? If you can 
and the times are roughly the 

same place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

Core Single 
Leg Bridge

Can you do hold a Single Leg 
Bridge for 90 seconds? 

Repeat other side. Are both 
hold times roughly the same? 

If you can and the times are 
roughly the same place a check 

in the checkbox. If you want 
report your score in the score 

box.

Core Flexion 
Hold

Can you do a Core Flexion 
hold for 75 seconds? If you 

can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

Core 
Extension Hold

Can you do a Core Extension 
(cobra) hold for 75 seconds? 
If you can place a check in the 
checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

MUSCULAR 
STRENGTH

To determine Strength Ratio on 
a given exercise divide weight 

maximum weight lifted ten times 
time by body weight to 

determine the Strength Ratio. 
So if you are a 200 lbs male 

and you can bench press 150 
lbs ten times you have a bench 
press 10 RM strength ratio of 
.75. In other words you can 

maximumly lift 75% of his body 
weight 10x.

Arm Curl Test

If female is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the arm curl 
>.23, in other words can you 
arm curl 23% of your body 
weight 10x? If male is your 
10RM strength ratio for the 
arm curl .40, in other words 

can you arm curl 40% of your 
body weight 10x?  If you want 
report your score in the score 

box.

Goblet Squat 
Test

If female is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the goblet 

squat >.25, in other words can 
you goblet squat 25% of your 
body weight 10x? If male is 

your 10RM strength ratio for 
the goblet squat .35, in other 
words can you goblet squat 

35% of your body weight 10x? 
If greater than 39 yrs old use 
strength ratios of .20 and .30 

for females and males 
respectively. If you can place a 
check in the checkbox. If you 

want report your score in the 
score box.

Chest Press 
Machine or 

Barbell Bench 
Press

If female is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the chest 

press >.42, in other words can 
you chest press 42% of your 
body weight 10x? If male is 
your 10RM strength ratio for 
the chest press .70, in other 
words can you chest press 

70% of your body weight 10x? 
If greater than 39 yrs old use 
strength ratios of .38 and .60 

for females and males 
respectively.If you can place a 
check in the checkbox. If you 

want report your score in the 
score box.

Lat Pulldown 
Machine

If female is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the lat 

pulldown >.42, in other words 
can you lat pulldown 42% of 

your body weight 10x? If male 
is your 10RM strength ratio 
for the lat pulldown >.76, in 

other words can you lat 
pulldown 76% of your body 

weight 10x? If greater than 39 
yrs old use strength ratios of 
.39 and .73 for females and 
males respectively.If you can 
place a check in the checkbox. 
If you want report your score 

in the score box. 

Dumbbell Row

If female is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the one arm 

dumbbell row >.21 in other 
words can you row 21% of 

your body weight 10x? If male 
is your 10RM strength ratio 

for the one arm dumbbell row 
>.38, in other words can you 
row 38% of your body weight 
10x? If greater than 39 yrs old 
use strength ratios of .19 and 

.36 for females and males 
respectively If you can place a 
check in the checkbox. If you 

want report your score in the 
score box. 

Leg Press 
Machine

If female is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the leg 

press machine >1.45, in other 
words can you leg press 

145% of your body weight 
10x? If male is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the leg 

press machine >1.9, in other 
words can you leg press 

190% of your body weight 
10x? If greater than 39 yrs old 
use strength ratios of 1.3 and 

1.7 for females and males 
respectively.If you can place a 
check in the checkbox. If you 

want report your score in the 
score box.

Leg Extension 
Machine

If your PT or doctor advised you 
not to do this exercise please 
omit.  If female is your 10RM 

strength ratio for the leg 
extension machine >.31, in 

other words can you leg 
extend 31% of your body 

weight 10x? If male is your 
10RM strength ratio for the 

leg extension machine >.51, in 
other words can you leg 
extend 51% of your body 

weight 10x? If greater than 39 
yrs old use strength ratios of 
.30 and .49 for females and 
males respectivelyIf you can 
place a check in the checkbox. 
If you want report your score 

in the score box.

Leg Curl 
Machine

If female is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the leg curl 
machine >.31, in other words 

can you leg extend 31% of 
your body weight 10x? If male 

is your 10RM strength ratio 
for the leg curl machine >.51, 

in other words can you leg 
extend 51% of your body 

weight 10x? If greater than 39 
yrs old use strength ratios of 
.30 and .49 for females and 

males respectively. If you can 
place a check (X) in the 

checkbox and fill in your score if 
you want. If greater than 39 

yrs old use strength ratios of 
.20 and .35 for females and 

males respectively.

Shoulder 
Press

If female is your 10RM 
strength ratio for the 

dumbbell shoulder press >.15, 
in other words can you 

shoulder press 15% of your 
body weight 10x? If male is 

your 10RM strength ratio for 
the dumbbell shoulder press 
.28, in other words can you 
shoulder press 28% of your 
body weight 10x? If greater 
than 39 yrs old use strength 

ratios of .13 and .22 for 
females and males 

respectively. *You can use a 
Barbell or Shoulder Press 

Machine. When calculating 
ratio use total weight lifted. 

So if you used a 20 lbs 
dumbbell use 40 lbs when 
calculating ratio. If you can 

place a check in the checkbox. 
If you want report your score 

in the score box.

New Tests 2022

Squat to 
Shoulder 

Press

Can you do a squat to 
shoulder press with 25% of 
your body weight for male 
and 15% for female for > 15 

reps < 39 yrs old, > 10 reps if 
39-50 yrs old, and > 4 reps if 

> 50 yrs old.

Famers Carry

Can you do a farmers carry 
with 50% of your  body 

weight for male and 25% for 
female for > 30 yards if < 39 
yrs old, > 20 yards if 39-50 

yrs old, > 10 yards if > 50 yrs 
old. 

Barbell or Hex 
Bar Deadlift

Can you do a Hex Bar 
Deadlift or Barbell Deadlift 
for 5 reps for males at .1.10 
of bodyweight if <39 yrs old, 
.90 if 39-59 yrs old, and .80 if 
>59 yrs old. If females at .80 
of bodyweight if <39 yrs old, 
.65 if 39-59 yrs old, and .55 if 

>59 yrs old.                                      
OR                                             

Can you do a Hex Bar 
Deadlift or Barbell Deadlift 

for 10 reps for males at .70 of 
bodyweight if <39 yrs old, .63 
if 39-59 yrs old, and .57 if >59 

yrs old. If females at .60 of 
bodyweight if <39 yrs old, .54 
if 39-59 yrs old, and .48 if >59 

yrs old. 

Single Leg 
Squat

Can you do a Single Leg 
Squat to 60 degrees of knee 

flexion with perfect form for ≥ 
10 reps.

AEROBIC ABILITY
AEROBIC ABILITY TESTS 

(choose one test)- You have 
the choice of either doing a 
Treadmill OR an Exercise 
Machine Test (elliptical, 

bike, etc. with METS 
display). If you want to 
walk/run for your test 

choose treadmill test. You 
also have a choice of 

performing a sub-maximal 
(Non-PEAK) or maximal test 

(PEAK) on whatever 
machine you choose.  I 

suggest the Non-PEAK Test 
for most. Only people who 

consider themselves fit 
should attempt a PEAK 
Test. If you want to do a 
standard test see that 

section below. 

MACHINE 
TESTS

The MACHINE TESTS below 
has you exercising at an 

intensity you can sustain for 3 
minutes after a couple warm 

up stages on a treadmill or an 
exercise machine. A. Has you 
exercising at a SOMEWHAT 

HARD INTENSITY, just above 
MODERATE (RPE=5 see 
chart). This is suitable for 

most people who exercise. B. 
Has you exercising at your 
PEAK ability (only attempt if 

you are use to exercising 
VERY HARD, near PEAK, 

RPE=8-10).

A. NON-PEAK 
Aerobic Ability 

Test using 
your 

SOMEWHAT 
HARD MPH 

SPEED 
walking/

running on 
Treadmill or 
NON-PEAK 
MET on an 
exercise 
machine

On an exercise machine of 
your choice determine your 
aerobic ability by finding out 

your SOMEWHAT HARD 
INTENSITY (effort RPE=5) 

MPH SPEED (only Treadmill) 
or METS (other machines) 
that you can sustain for 3 

minutes after warming up and 
doing a 2 or more incremental 

stages. Female reached 
desirable level if >4.5 MPH 

or 7.7 METS if 20-30 yrs old, 
>3.8 MPH or 6.9 METS if 

30-40 yrs old, >3.8 MPH or 
6.9 METS if 40-50 yrs old, 

and >3.6 MPH or 6.3 METS if 
50-60 yrs old. Male reached 
desirable level if >5.6 MPH 

or 9.5 METS if 20-30 yrs old, 
>5.1 MPH or 8.9 METS if 

30-40 yrs old, >4.9 MPH or 
8.5 METS if 40-50 yrs old, 

and >4.5 MPH or 7.8 METS if 
50-60 yrs old. If you met the 
desirable level you can place 

a check in the checkbox.

B. PEAK 
Aerobic Ability 

Test using 
your PEAK 
MPH speed 

walking/
running on 
Treadmill or 

PEAK MET on 
an exercise 

machine

On an exercise machine of 
your choice determine your 
aerobic ability by finding out 

your PEAK MPH (treadmill) or 
MET value that you can 

sustain for 3 minutes after 
warming up and doing a 2 or 

more incremental stages. 
Most exercise machines 

display a MET value. Female 
reached desirable level if 
>6.4 MPH or 10.9 METS if 
20-30 yrs old, >6.2 MPH or 
10.5 METS if 30-40 yrs old, 

>5.7 MPH or 9.7 METS if 
40-50 yrs old, and >5.1 MPH 
or 8.8 METS if 50-60 yrs old. 

Male reached desirable 
level if >8.1 MPH or 13.4 

METS if 20-30 yrs old, >7.6 
MPH or 12.6 METS if 30-40 
yrs old, >7.1 MPH or 11.9 

METS if 40-50 yrs old, and 
>6.5 MPH or 11.0 METS if 

50-60 yrs old. If you met the 
desirable level you can place 

a check in the checkbox.

STANDARD 
AEROBIC ABILITY 

TESTS                     
1. 1 MILE WALK TIMED       
2. 1.5 MILE RUN TIMED      
3. GRADED TREADMILL 

TEST  

1. Rockport 
Walking Test

Walk as briskly as possible for 
one mile with a heart rate 

monitor or measure pulse over 
15 seconds when completing 
the mile to derive beats per 
minute by multiplying by 4. 

Use your time and heart rate 
to determine your aerobic 
fitness by calculating your 

score or email us your data 
and we will determine your 

score (see Walk Test Link to 
calculate your score). If you 
met the desirable level of 

good or better you can 
place a check in the 

checkbox. If you want report 
your score in the score box.

2. Cooper 1.5 
Mile Walk/Run 

Test

Cooper 1.5 mile walk/run 
test (see Cooper Run Test 

Link). Female desirable level 
reached if 1.5 mile walk/run 

time (minute) value is < 
12:27 if 20-30 yrs old, < 
13:17 if 30-40 yrs old, < 

14:07 if 40-50 yrs old, and 
<15:49 if 50-60 yrs old. Male 
reached the desirable level 

if 1.5 mile walk/run time 
(minute) value is < 10:28 if 

20-30 yrs old, < 10:53 if 
30-40 yrs old, < 11:31 if 

40-50 yrs old, and < 13:11 if 
50-60 yrs old. If you met the 
desirable level you can place 
a check in the checkbox. If 

you want report your score 
in the score box.

3. Graded 
Exercise 

Treadmill Test

You can also do a standard 
treadmill protocol (see 

Walking Protocol link) to 
determine your VO2 Peak. If 
you met the desirable level of 
good (70%) you can place a 
check in the checkbox. If you 
want report your score in the 

score box.

https://acewebcontent.azureedge.net/healthcoachresources/pdfs/Par-QandYou.pdf
https://exrx.net/Calculators/Rockport
https://www.topendsports.com/testing/tests/2-4-km-run.htm
https://drmasley.com/fitness-testing/

